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From (6) 
where X, = 0. Integration of (7) 
The steady-state solution to (8) 
Error Bounds and Bandwidth in Binary Systems Using Nyquist Pulses
Absfracf-Intersymbol interference upper error bounds are calculated for the Gaussian-weighted sinc and raised-cosine families by using the Chernoff bound since this technique yields a value smaller than the worst case bound. A comparison between the two families is based on error rates and bandwidth.
Decoding errors due to intersymbol interference are important in evaluating the performance of digital data links.
In a binary system, the received signal after detection (at high signal-to-noise ratio) may be written as
where the a,, take the values %I independently with equal probability, z(t) is the baseband pulse shape, IJT is the signaling rate, and ?z#(t) is a. zero-mean Gaussian noise process with variance u2.
The sample at t = naT is s(mT) = a,%(o) + £ a m-k x(kT) + n(mT).
4*0
An error results with probability 1/2 if
The probability of error is
Use of the Chernoff bound 1 for the sum of zero-mean random variables yields for the error probability where K cont,ains those x r that may subtract from the signal and the rest of the x a are regarded as an addit,ional noise power. The set K is optimum if it minimizes this upper bound for the error probability.
As an application we consider first the Gaussian-weighted sinc pulse This bound is also shown in Fig. 1 . If the set K is optimized instead of assuming it to be the null set, a smaller bound for the error probability results. For p = ~/4, the weighted sinc pulse has a higher error-rate bound than the 100-percent-rolloff raised-cosine case. The a = 1 raised-cosine spectrum yields a particularly low errorrate bound because of the additiona.1 zeros midway between sampling instants in the time response. The raised-cosine and weighted-sinc-pulse spectra are shown in Fig. 2 . The full-rolloff raised cosine has a bandwidth exactly equal to twice the Nyquist bandwidth and for this reason values of a less than 1 are preferred. This, however, results in a. higher error-rate bound. The weighted-sinc-pulse spect.rum, which has a faster fall than the raised cosine over most of the region beyond the ideal cutoff, involves infinite bandwidth ? Any physically 2 R. L;yanngpi. "Intersymbol interference and probability of error in digital systems. realizable approximation of the characteristic is less likely to produce a markedly detrimental effect on the pulse shape. It is noted that the a = 0.8 raised cosine, which involves a 10-percent reduction in bandwidth below the full-rolloff value, is approximately coincident with the p = 0.7 weighted-sincpulse spectrum beyond the ideal cutoff. The corresponding error-rate bound for the raised-cosine, however, is higher than that for the weighted sine pulse. Therefore, certain weightedsinc pulses have lower error probability bounds than raisedcosine pulses having approximately the same falloff rate in the frequency domain. 
